MACHINE OPERATOR I

DESCRIPTION OF WORK

Work in this class involves the safe and efficient operation of the following equipment:

- Forklift
- Brush Chipper
- Edge Line Paint Gun
- Hydroseeder
- Mixer-Pulverizer
- Mulch Blower
- Roller
- Street Sweeper
- Dumpster Hoisting vehicle
- Rotary Broom
- Sand Pump
- Stone Spreader - Belt Operator
- Tractor-Mower (Farm Type) with attachments
- Wheel Tractor with Sheep-foot Roller
- Front End Loader Garbage Truck
- Herbicide Sprayer

Work is performed under general supervision.

EXAMPLES OF DUTIES PERFORMED:

- Loads dumpsters to front end of vehicle, unloads and compacts garbage in back of vehicle.
- Operates paint gun, painting edge lines on pavement.
- Compacts roadway bases and paving materials with rollers.
- Controls conveyer switches on stone spreader, operates levers to distribute stone in front hopper, hooks loaded truck to spreader, directs driver in raising and lowering truck bed to dump stone while avoiding low utility lines and tree limbs, and unhooks empty truck from spreader.
- Mows right of way on roadside watching traffic and machine.
- Loads dumpster to vehicle and transports garbage to a waste compaction trailer.
- Performs related work as required.

RECRUITMENT STANDARDS

Knowledges, Skills, and Abilities

Working knowledge of the principles involved in the operation and use of the equipment to which assigned.

Demonstrated ability to operate assigned machine effectively.

Ability to perform routine tasks and to understand and follow oral instructions.

Minimum Education and Experience

Sufficient experience to operate effectively the machine to which assigned.